Abstract-The Medical Image can be understood by its visual features also known as image signatures. These features when modified or enhanced under certain geometrical functions, it improves the resultant retrieval by the increase of 94% in the performance with the Comparison of 85% in the case of the nearest neighbor and in the case of normal image Retrieval it comes out to be 75 %. This Research includes the approach of calculating edge density is applicable for the five human body parts-Hands, Pelvis, Breast, Brain and Chest and is cam parable to the system in the previous work in literatures. The Result acquired for the proposed system comprises of edge density concepts.
I. INTRODUCTION
Content-based image retrieval has its deep roots in medical organization in such a way that it is regarded as best way to retrieve information from medical images that comes out as output of the system .Medical images has become backbone of medical organization giving growth to the new field known as medical imaging diagnosis [1] . Accepting the challenge of the access to the more relevant images for the users give the options of easy and improve search of the image [2] . Generally, CBIR system working approaches include the drawing out of feature vectors that also named as image signature [3] .and its comparison with the similarities of the visual query image so that relevance features and same proportion can be achieved. Also, neural networks are the modern trends of CBIR adopted methods for latest and fastest techniques for retrieval with very less time consuming. Generally, CBIR get categorized into two classes when user involvement is concerned. One is relevance feedback for the active learning strategies and other is processing of image databases through different classification [4] . This Research work involves second task which has been enhanced in the classification, comparison and in the retrieval of advanced images features. The proposed research is designed into different sections as section [5] II. PREVIOUS RELATED WORK Medical Images have become vital resources in organizing and searching of many treatments and diseases Manuscript received December 10, 2014; revised January 30, 2015. The authors are with Guru Nanak Dev Engineering College, Ludhiana, India (e-mail:mannkulvinder@yahoo.com, gill@gmail.com).
through the content based image Retrieval system [6] . Extracting the features of the medical images has approaches differently for medical images . Characterization of the features is admittance in the system by Andoloussi et al. [2] by the Bi-dimensional Empirical Mode Decomposition with generalized density function. Feature Vectors are determined for the feature extended version of extraction and can be based on any feature of image like color in [3] by discrete cosine transform method. Feature shape is in consideration for the system like Redial Basis Functions with Relevance feedback .
III. WORKFLOW OF THE SYSTEM
The Research work has proposed system with an idea from [7] . the diagram shows the particular flow of the process from point the query image to the finally retrieved image. The system flow can be broadly categorized as: 1) Database and extraction-system has one general database that stores the medical images of every format in it, and system's other database stores the feature vectors extracted from the system during the process of Extraction. 2) Image Retrieval-It is the last comparison phase finished with the categorization of the image. The system shown in Fig. 1 has been designed to retrieve the image most relevant to the query image. Its working can be elaborated into two phases as:
A. Preprocessing and Extraction Phase
Database having number of Medical images along with them noisy data different formats redundant information. Whole the proposed process work on specified format for which all images has to redefine in accordance to the system Designing Medical CBIR System with Edge Density Criterion
Kulwinder Singh Mann and Er. Jagbir Singh Gill required image format [8] . Preprocessing is the procedure to alter the existing images to formulate a new image by formatting it this is done for avoiding the unrealistic data involved in the image.
B. Reforming the Image
Major aspect for the process of reforming the medical image is to make the image clearer for the system so that it can have sharp visible edges and the noisy data can be eliminated. Laplace filter operator has been performing for two dimensional images in the system shown in [9] .
Next Prior task to the enhancement, is converting the image into the binary format. Grayscale image pixels are computed for their threshold values to calculate the spread of each class of variance given in (2) . Using threshold variance it is given in (4). After certifying the image formation from only white and black pixels the image is ready for the feature extraction phase [10] 
In general it can be given as
And here α is the spread of each class of variance Known as Otsu value, is the weighting of the class with Probability of the class and µ is the interclass variance. 
C. Division of Images by Geometrical Functions
The Functionality of the System for the extracting the features of the medical images is two geometrical parameters [11] . One is the rectangular and other is circular parameter namely Rectangular Segments and circular radii respectively [12] . In each parameter point of the images are taken in small rectangle or in circle to draw a window or circle around the image as many times as it can cover the whole image.
1) Rectangular segments
Division of images into Segments are started from the left side of the image the vertical and horizontal points of the images are defined by and . Moving with these points the 7 segments of local edge feature of the image and eighth is global image are made shown in figure  3(a)-3(h) The Images shown is the Fig. 3 is the feature vector collection with geometrical Radii. The medical images are of varying sizes so the geometrical parameters adjust the center of the images by composing the virtual height and width of the images. Fig. 5 shows the image of chest with different size with full circle. 
D. Computing Edge Density and Feature Vectors
The features created in each segment or region has collection of edges from different parts of images. The total calculated part of each region is given Edge density [13] . In the case of rectangular segment edge density is denoted by ρ in (21),including and where is the area and edge magnitude is given by .
Compromising total eight feature vector of these segments are:
.And in the case of the circular radii it is given in the form of pseudo code as:- The Five vectors are these segments are Giving the total features of 13 features. The total thirteen features of each image are taken in consideration before going to next phase. Hence, improving the retrieval process of the image from ordinary retrieval system of medical image [14] . The tested images are repossess from the analysis of the Euclidean distance among all the trained and tested images and forming the category of the image resulting classification. Parameter over which classification is done is the Five nearest neighbor resulting a category which holds five relevant images that are much closer to the query images. Thus retrieving the image among the cluster which has least distance from the similarity features of query image is finally retrieved as an output against the query image. Fig. 6 . Performance graph for the system during training.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Understanding an image to retrieve the right output is the most important aspect of the proposed system. It access to the testing of the performance of the system and its comparison checks are done by the total thirteen new feature vector in addition of the basic image signature of the image. The importance of this extraction can be seen in the performance of the system that has been used to retrieve the image using these extracted features. The performance can be shown through the graphs of the retrieval image and confusion matrix. Calculated Precision is shown as:
(23) where is the precision rate in (23). The tabular form of the precision rate during the retrieval of the medical images is shown in Table 1 .closer Analysis of the tables shows that System works on the five types of the X-rays of parts of Human body namely Hands, Pelvis, Breast, Skulls and Chest. For each part there have been five Query images for the precision rate of 25 images at the end of the Run.
Similarly this is done for four more runs [15] . The collaborated precision for all four runs and comparison with the five nearest neighbor for 125 images are given in Table  II with distinguished feature vector for retrieval system with its combined two geometric parameters and the graphical notation for the same is given in Fig. 8-Fig. 9 . Overall testing performance is shown in the form of confusion matrix in Fig. 8 . 
V. CONCLUSION
The research work have been structured on the basis of features of the medical image which are analyzed under geometrical functions with the performance of 76.6 %, 85.6 %, 94.8% for image retrieval, five nearest neighbor and retrieval with feature vectors. Edge density here with new developed feature vector has proven its impact in the improve precision which has been working well in the considerably previous work of Image Retrieval. The classification and the new features related to the basic parameters of the image can be improved or developed respectively.
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